
Our Content Intelligence System

Media Xperience Studio Service
Your single source of content intelligence.

Media production and distribution workflows have 
traditionally developed in silos. These systems have 
become more complex, especially as audiences shift 
to streaming media platforms, resulting in challenges 
with coordinating and deciphering what’s happening 
in your content business. To overcome this legacy, we 
have created a single, streamlined platform to optimize 
production and distribution workflows, assets and 
metadata for streaming media. This Content Intelligence 
System is also known as our Verizon Media Xperience 
Studio service.

Solving your challenges
Incomplete intelligence to promote and monetize 
your content
As a content owner, you know who your audience is. Now 
your team’s challenge is how to reach and engage with them 
as early as possible during the production phase to maximize 
your marketing budget. If you are an on-demand distributor, 
you should be aware that your audience’s viewing habits vary 
throughout the day and changes depending on the devices 
they watch on. Unless you can capture valuable data about 
your audience and apply what you learn into improving your 
monetization strategy, you’re leaving money on the table. 

Only seeing half the picture
Without an intelligent and integrated content supply chain 
management and workflow automation system, you are 
flying blind. You are collecting only a limited set of metadata 
and audience engagement data that provides the invaluable 
insights you need to drive your online streaming business. 

Audiences are loyal to several screens
Your audiences are increasingly influenced by social media 
and the internet at large. This attraction to digital media 
means your audience is viewing content across an increasing 
number of devices, from mobile to streaming media devices 
in the home. Keeping pace is difficult as you may have many 
generations of branded content apps and players to manage.

Stuck with a one-size-fit-all approach
Your content is presented the same across your apps and 
partner websites despite the fact that your audiences have 
different tastes, preferences and viewing habits. Although you 
know what your viewers are watching, and on which devices, 
you’re not able to capitalize on this knowledge by tailoring 
their programming guide to drive loyalty.

Media Xperience Studio service advantages

Combines the end-to-end components, processes and analytics for media production, approvals, content planning, 
preparation and packaging, distribution and monetization of digital content

Presents business-critical information along every step of the content life cycle, from production to 
preparation through to content merchandising and monetization

Builds the complete picture of who your audience is, what they are watching, and how they interact with your 
content and branded apps

Verizon Media Xperience Studio Service 



MX:Orchestration 
A traditional approach to content supply chain management and workflow systems isn’t designed 
for the new online streaming media opportunity. MX:Orchestration allows you to engage your 
audience, as early on as the production phase. With this new intelligence, improved content 
strategies can be developed to maximize engagement with your core audiences across your 
branded apps and partner websites by quickly repurposing and repackaging your content. 

MX:Apps 
With so many devices to reach, you need a proven way to design a rich, dynamic user experience 
that fully supports Roku, Apple TV, iOS and Android and leading web browsers. MX:Apps, 
combined with our analytics technology, gives you unprecedented insights about viewer 
engagement to help you really grow your over-the-top (OTT) video business. And as advertising 
is a key revenue driver, MX:Apps supports leading advertising systems.

MX:Subscriptions 
You need the flexibility to merchandise your content with subscription offers and packages that 
suit your target audience’s viewing habits. MX:Subscriptions makes it simple to give your viewers 
a variety of secure, controlled access subscriptions across all their streaming devices. Billing, 
payments and reporting is easier with MX:Subscriptions, enabling you to concentrate on making  
more premium content.  

MX:Syndication
You may generate a large part of your revenue from content published on your own websites and apps, but it’s essential to leverage social networks 
and other content portals for promotion, distribution and monetization. A modern, content marketing-driven organization uses a single, centralized 
repository of content and metadata, like MX:Syndication, to quickly repurpose content into trailers, teasers and clips that can be syndicated to drive 
interest and traffic back to your own content destinations. 

MX:Personalization 
Keeping viewers engaged means earning their loyalty. A proven approach is to continually introduce them to new content that matches their viewing 
habits. With MX:Personalization, you will be able to present the most relevant content at every opportunity using recommendations and discovery 
tools. Not only will your viewers value your service more, they’ll appreciate more relevant ads and the time you’ve saved them from browsing through 
a catalog.

MX:Programming 
For broadcasters, MX:Programming translates your program schedule, ad breaks and content lineup from your broadcast systems to your  
OTT or TV Everywhere apps. It gives content distributors the flexibility to bring a broadcast-like experience online with key features like content 
replacement and blackouts, content scheduling and windowing, business rules management (user entitlements and content avails), plus the ability 
to build virtual linear channels.

MX:Vision
With MX:Vision, you remove the guesswork about your OTT service. MX:Vision collects comprehensive audience metrics so you can build  
a profitable video business with data about viewer acquisition, interest and intent across every screen and partner website.
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With content intelligence through our Media Xperience Studio service, you will be able to:

Media Xperience Studio service modules

Run your content business with intelligence. 
www.verizondigitalmedia.com/mxstudio

info@verizondigitalmedia.com  
1.877.334.3236

Build your strategy with content intelligence
Eliminate the guesswork with the insights you need to drive your content 
business decisions. Our Media Xperience Studio service highlights viewer 
engagement trends, as early as the production phase, so you can make 
informed decisions on your content and marketing strategy by combining 
data and filtering out the noise.  

Build a profitable content business 
Ensure you are on a path to success with streamlined content supply chain 
management and distribution workflows that lead to content intelligence. 
Our service works at internet speed to market to the right audience and 
capitalize on the value of your content’s popularity, or to push more eyeballs 
to less familiar content. 

Reach all your viewers 
Easily create attractive apps for phone, tablet and streaming devices 
that can be easily updated without the typical development, integration 
and testing burdens. Our Media Xperience Studio service offers highly 
personalized configuration options with app SDKs. That means no code 
changes and no app deployments, just instant updates across all your apps 
and players. 

Communicate and collaborate across teams
Manage your complete content life cycle with one centralized platform for  
all your stakeholders, from content producers, to marketing and social media 
teams, to the technology team running your apps. 


